
Hubspot CMS is more than an average 
content management system.
It comes with a customer relationship 
management (CRM) program, which allows 
users to build dynamic and personalized 
websites.

Everything you need to establish your 
startup online is included: a robust web 
foundation, design and content templates, 
SEO optimization, security, scalability, and 
marketing strategies to promote your 
startup. 

HubSpot CMS for Startups
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Out-of-the-Box Tools:

1. Use Templates Marketplace
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2. Migrate Existing Website

Use HubSpot’s migration service, and/or engage with a 
HubSpot Certified CMS Developer for seamless content 
import, complex integrations, and minimum downtime.  

Dynamic Websites

Custom API Integrations

HubSpot has a robust application programming 
interface (API) and webhook notification system for 
integrating real-time customer data. These two 
components are critical when it comes to the 
integration between a HubSpot site and a platform 
not listed in the API App Marketplace. This 
middleware-based architecture makes it possible to 
integrate third-party APIs with a HubSpot CMS 
website.
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Migrate your website from WordPress, Wix, 
SquareSpace, or other common website 
platform. 

Successful migration:
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HubSpot CRM features
CMS includes all HubSpot CRM features

Website, blog & landing pages
build beautiful, responsive websites with ease

Templates marketplace
choose from a library of beautiful prebuilt templates

Lead-capturing forms
embed forms to track leads and contacts

Custom emails
easily craft emails for lead follow-up

Mobile optimization
build pages accessible on all devices

Personalized dynamic content
engage visitors with personalized content

SSL certificate
HubSpot-hosted content includes standard SSL

Website analytics
monitor traffic, leads, user engagement 
and content performance

SEO and content strategy
establish authority through inbound marketing

HubSpot Templates Marketplace offers 
thousands of pre-built professional design 
templates with suggested content 
modules. These templates serve as a guide 
for content, headlines, optimization, lead 
capturing, and more. It’s one of the easiest 
ways to quickly build a website with 
guidance or from scratch!

API Integrations

HubSpot App Marketplace 
Integrations
As a startup, your ability to connect to other apps 
and platforms is essential. HubSpot provides an easy 
way to do this without technical knowledge. Visit the 
HubSpot App Marketplace, find an app, and integrate 
it into your environment in just a few clicks. 

Pricing

Around a 1-month 
turnaround time

Engage with a Certified HubSpot Developer as needed:

Database-driven pages

Custom API integrations

Login or members-only section

$300 / month $1,000 
onboarding fee

Under 20 pages free 
with free migration

20 to 150 pages 
$500 migration fee

E-commerce functionality

Forms with logic/progressive forms

Server-side script widgets

Add any HubSpot marketing and sales features à la carte. HubSpot scales with you.
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